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Federal health care proposals— learn more ahead of Congress returning from recess
While the health care debate has taken a step back from the national stage, there are still proposals
being developed and discussed. Some proposals coming out at the federal level are bipartisan, while
others ride the party line.
Here’s a quick rundown of some of those proposals, and where to learn more.

Week ahead: Congress returns to take up bipartisan health care effort
Congress will kick off a busy month on health care when it returns from recess Tuesday.
The Senate's Health Committee will hold two hearings in the coming week on a bipartisan healthcare
bill, with testimony from governors and state insurance officials on Wednesday and Thursday, in
addition to two more hearings the following week.

Getting to Single Payer, Part IV
Despite the political challenges, when it comes to universal health care, all policy roads lead to a federal
solution.
What about the Laboratory of the States?
In the United States, the states have always been seen as laboratories for trying out big ideas. For
example, the Affordable Care Act (ACA) approach to health insurance coverage was piloted in
Massachusetts.

How Below-The-Radar Mergers Fuel Health Care Monopolies
Hospitals have gone on a doctor-buying spree in recent years, in many areas acquiring so many
independent practices they’ve created near-monopolies on physicians.
Research published Tuesday throws new light on the trend, showing that large doctor practices, many
owned by hospitals, exceed federal guidelines for market concentration in more than a fifth of the
areas studied.

Sign up for the Protect Our Care CT Campaign, which was
developed to protect the gains we have made in healthcare as a
nation and a state. Sign up for news and alerts through this
campaign by going to their website: www.protectourcarect.org.
Thank you to EVERYONE who answered our call to send selfies
and/or photos of loved ones.
We hundreds photos to illustrate that millions of people will be
hurt if the Senate votes to decimate our health care.
We also want to thank everyone who showed up, cheered, chanted and stood together against those who would roll back important health care gains in this country.
Enjoy both of our #LivesOnTheLine videos.
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